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ABSTRACT
Scientific motivation and creativity are important components that must be developed in learning physics. Some research has been done to develop motivation and scientific creativity but still experience obstacles in the form of a lack of learning modules that can be used as a guide for students in independent learning. The author offers flip book innovations on the principles of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material to foster learning motivation and scientific creativity. This flip book consists of material and test instruments. The material covers the history of the Maglev train, parts of the Maglev train, the principles of the Maglev train, each of which is analyzed by Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematic. The results of this study are obtaining flip books on the subject of class XII electromagnetic induction to foster learning motivation and scientific creativity.

INTRODUCTION
Scientific motivation and creativity are important components that must be developed in learning physics. Motivation is usually defined as a process that stimulates our behavior or moves us to action (Arends, 2012). Motivation is an internal process that activates, guides, and maintains behavior over time. There are many different types, intensities, goals and directions of motivation. Motivation to learn is very important for students and teachers (Sjukur, 2012). Physics learning motivation has indicators, namely: (1) aspects of choice or interest in tasks / activities, (2) aspects of effort or efforts made to succeed, (3) aspects of persistence or persistence in completing tasks, and (4) aspects of self-confidence during the activity.

Scientific creativity is an intellectual property or ability of a person to produce or has the potential to produce original scientific products that have social or personal value, and are designed with specific objectives, using the information provided. The instruments of scientific creativity have the following indicators, 1). unusual uses, 2). sensitivity to science problems
(problem finding), 3). ability to increase product usability and value (product improvement), 4). the ability of scientific imagination (creative imagination), 5). creative problem solving skills (problem solving), 6). design ability of scientific observation steps (science experiment), 7). creative design capabilities of product science (product design) (Hu and Adey, 2002).

Motivation and creativity are very beneficial for students. With motivation students will be more enthusiastic in participating in learning. Motivation is one of the most important elements that must be considered by teachers in learning so that learning can run effectively (Arends, 2012). Motivation cannot be characterized, because motivation has a vital role in the process of providing enthusiasm, direction, and persistence of behavior (Santrock, 2008). Many studies have shown that students' learning motivation towards a lesson is a factor that influences student achievement in their learning outcomes (Christidou, 2011). Besides motivation, creativity also benefits students. Students who have high creativity can potentially find new innovations. The results of scientific creativity instruments (KI) show that students with KI above the average shows the value of Higher Level Cognitive Learning Outcomes (HBKTT) better than students with KI below the average (Ramadhani and Motlan, 2015). Ceran et al. (2014) which shows a positive and significant correlation between scientific creativity with science learning achievement, science learning outcomes, academic achievement, and students' thinking ability. The level of student creativity gives a real role to the ability to solve problems in physics and teaching and learning in contextual learning settings is very helpful for knowing student creativity (Sambada, 2012).

Physics learning so far has not yet optimized the development of student motivation and creativity. Some research has been done to develop motivation and creativity. Researches to improve students' motivation to learn physics and creativity include the effect of the Discovery Learning model on Learning Motivation and physics learning outcomes of MAN students in Bondowoso (Putri, 2017), development of physics modules based on community technology science (STM) on static fluid material to increase motivation and class X high school student learning outcomes (Reality, 2016), the development of project-based physics learning modules (Project Based Learning) on static fluid material to enhance the learning creativity of class X high school / high school students (Novianto, 2018), the development of somatic-based physics modules, auditory, visual, intellectual (savi) to improve students' creativity in class X SMA / MA with the topic of heat and displacement (Novitayani, 2016). However, there are still some obstacles in the development of project-based physics learning modules (Project Based Learning) on static fluid material to increase the learning creativity of high school / high school students (Novianto, 2018) in the form of a lack of learning modules that can be used as a guide for students in independent learning.

Electronic-based learning resources and teaching materials have several advantages. The advantage of electronic media is that it looks consistent. If viewed from the benefits of electronic media itself can make the learning process more interesting, interactive, can be done anytime and anywhere and can improve the quality of learning (Wiyoko et al, 2014). Research conducted by Santosa, et al, (2017), shows that the use of electronic modules is able to motivate students and increase student independence. Hapsari & Widodo, 2016, reported the results of his research that the use of constructivist-metacognitive-based teaching materials was effective to improve students 'metacognition skills and knowledge to improve students' metacognition skills and knowledge.
Electronic modules as a form of digital-based learning resources. Learning activities in the 2013 curriculum must also utilize the role of information and communication technology to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of learning (Permendikbud No. 65 of 2013). Electronic module is a form of presentation of independent learning materials that are systematically arranged into the smallest learning units to achieve certain learning objectives that are presented in an electronic format in which there are animations, audio, navigation that makes users more interactive with the program (Sugianto, 2013). The author offers a Flip book Innovation on the Principles of the Maglev Train on Electromagnetic Induction Material to Grow Learning Motivation and Scientific Creativity. The purpose of this study is to develop a flip book on the principle of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material to foster motivation to learn and scientific creativity in high school students. The author hopes the benefits of this paper so that boring physics learning becomes more interesting and can foster motivation to learn and scientific creativity so that it can support the creation of human resources technology literacy in Industry 4.0.

**METHODOLOGY**

This type of research used in this research is educational development research to produce development products in the form of flip books. This development research aims to develop a flip book based on the approach of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematic (STEAM) and contextual as a valid, practical, interesting and effective product to foster motivation in learning and scientific creativity of high school students.

This research procedure refers to the development model proposed by Nieveen and Plomp (2006) which includes preliminary research, prototyping stage, assessment stage, and systematic reflection and documentation. Flip books that have been developed are then assessed by experts using validation sheets. The validation sheet contains a score used by experts to assess the quality of the flip book components.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**Vidgram Based On Audio Visual Media**

The product made is in the form of a flip book on electromagnetic induction material. Flip book on the principle of Maglev train is an alternative learning media to foster learning motivation and scientific creativity in learning physics which is used as a medium that can support the creation of human resources in technology literacy in Industry 4.0. The ability to think creatively is needed to be a reliable Human Resources (HR) in the life of the community and the world of work, especially entering the ASEAN free market. Good character is needed to balance the virtual world without limits (Almuharomah, et al, 2019).

Flip book on electromagnetic induction material is a solution to the problems that arise in research on the development of project-based physics learning modules (Project Based Learning) on static fluid material to increase student creativity in class X high school / high school (Novianto, 2018) in the form of a lack of learning modules that can used as a guide for students in independent learning. This flip book on electromagnetic induction material can be accessed online wherever and whenever as long as there is a computer or android device and a smooth internet connection so that it can be a guide for students in independent learning. The results of this study are supported by research by Wijayanto (2014) which states that the development of modules that are packaged in electronics allows students to be able to study independently because they can be read using a computer or electronic book reader.
The Maglev train is one of the contexts of daily student life that can explain physics learning material, namely electromagnetic induction material as shown in figure 1. Learning by using contextual modules will increase student learning creativity. This is in accordance with the research of Prastuti et al (2018), learning using contextual-based physics modules can increase student learning creativity.

(Source: author's personal document)

Figure 1. The Maglev Train is a context for learning Electromagnetic Induction material

Figure 2. The Attractiveness the flip book activities on the Maglev train principle

The excitement of activities on the flip book on the principle of the Maglev train increases learning motivation. This is in accordance with research (Brophy 2004) states that one of the indicators of learning motivation is physics: aspects of choice or interest in tasks / activities. Flip
book on the principle of Maglev train fosters motivation to study physics with a flip book fulfilling indicators, namely: (1) aspects of choice or interest in tasks / activities, (2) aspects of the effort or effort made to succeed, (3) aspects of perseverance or persistence in completing tasks, and (4) aspects of self-confidence during activities. At the point of attractiveness the task of this flip book has quite interesting activities as shown in figure 2.

In Figure 2, Flipbook illustrates the principle of the Maglev train in accordance with point 1 of the indicators to foster motivation, which is to have interesting learning activities to do. These learning activities can be done online wherever and whenever provided that there is a good internet connection because it uses a PhET online simulator. One of the characteristics of a good module according to the Ministry of National Education (2008) steps in each experiment activity are arranged using simple and clear sentences so as to minimize errors in implementation. The answer column is provided according to the expected answer. The instructions of each activity have also used sentences that are clear and easy to understand.

Scientific creativity is the ability to find and solve new problems, and the ability to formulate hypotheses; usually involves some addition to initial knowledge. If students are involved with inquiry work, they will be more creative in determining variables, methods and equipment, and so on (Aktamis and Ergin, 2008). Learning to foster scientific creativity is one of them by training initial knowledge by way of exposure to daily life related to learning material then providing knowledge with the STEAM approach. The scientific creativity skills used in the preparation of this flip book consist of the indicators of scientific creativity instruments: 1). unusual uses, 2). sensitivity to science problems (problem finding), 3). ability to increase product usability and value (product improvement), 4). the ability of scientific imagination (creative imagination), 5). creative problem solving skills (problem solving), 6). design ability of scientific observation steps (science experiment), 7). creative design capabilities of product science (product design) (Hu and Adey, 2002).

The flip book component of the Maglev train principle on electromagnetic induction material includes the material stages and test instruments. The material covers the history of the Maglev train, sections on the Maglev train, the principles of the Maglev train, each of which has sub chapters of the Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematic studies as shown in figure 3.
Figure 3. Flip book material on the principle of the maglev train STEAM analysis

This analysis is useful to explain the advanced transportation of the Maglev train from its working principle explained through STEAM. The principle of superconducting ability to resist magnetic fields is used by engineers, because if superconducting metal is placed on a permanent magnet or other magnetic material then the metal will float (science), the development of Maglev technology can be categorized into two principles, namely the tensile force and magnetic repulsion. Exploration of the technique was pioneered by two developed countries, namely Germany and Japan. Germany uses an electromagnetic suspension system and Japan uses an electrodynamic suspension system (technology), the Rail (track) Maglev train is different from the railroad that we have known so far. On both sides of the Maglev Railroad tracks there are walls equipped with wire coils (Engineering).

Flip book on the principle of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material fulfills indicators of scientific creativity. For example, the indicator point 4 is the ability to increase product usability and value (product improvement). STEAM analysis in the flipbook meets the indicator point 4 with the historical analysis of the Maglev train, which is the transformation from a steam train to a diesel engine that is more powerful and more efficient than a steam locomotive. Then the discovery of the first magnetic train that has a speed above the speed of ordinary trains, This train is called the Maglev Train (Magnetic Levitation).

The test instrument on the flip book about the principle of the Maglev train in the form of open questions is one of the test instruments that can measure students' scientific creativity as shown in figure 4. This is consistent with the results of research Hu (2002) which states that the test with open questions is very useful in measuring students' scientific creativity.
The question fosters scientific creativity in students by fulfilling the skills that are indicators of scientific creativity instruments: 1). unusual uses, 2). sensitivity to science problems (problem finding), 3). ability to increase product usability and value (product improvement), 4). the ability of scientific imagination (creative imagination), 5). creative problem solving skills (problem solving), 6). design ability of scientific observation steps (science experiment), 7). creative design capabilities of scientific products (product design). This is in accordance with research Glerum, et al (2012) which states that, the questions presented are open-ended, which encourages students to give diverse answers and not be fixed on one answer. The diversity of answers in open questions is broader than closed questions. But this test has a requirement that students have been taught the material being tested. These conditions are given because if they have not been given then the students' knowledge of the material does not support making it difficult to measure creativity. This is in accordance with the statement of Hu and Adey (2002) which states that, this test is very useful in measuring students' scientific creativity, although they still need knowledge about certain material to be able to answer each question, so this test is difficult to measure the scientific creativity of students who do not have knowledge about the material. To overcome these requirements, the flipbook on the principle of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material has been equipped with materials that are in accordance with the material knowledge being tested so that the risk of a low level of material knowledge and its consequent difficulties in measuring creativity can be reduced.

Flip book on the principle of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material to foster motivation to learn and scientific creativity in high school students is in accordance with the KD contained in the syllabus of learning. The material chosen is based on Competency Standards (SK) and Basic Competencies (KD), namely the electromagnetic induction chapter of class XII SMA. Basic competence 3.5 understands electromagnetic induction based on experiments and 4.5 creates simple products using the principle of electromagnetic induction.

From the discussion above, it can be seen that the development of the flip book on the principles of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material can be used to foster scientific learning motivation and creativity in high school students by fulfilling indicators of
teaching materials of motivation and scientific creativity. This is consistent with the results of Ramdania's research (2013) The use of Flipbook media can improve students' creative thinking and can also influence student achievement or learning outcomes. In addition, it is in accordance with John's research (2013) which states that, learning to use Flipbook in learning activities improves student learning outcomes, motivation and attitudes.

CONCLUSION

Flip book on the principle of Maglev train is an alternative learning media to foster learning motivation and scientific creativity in learning physics which is used as a medium that can support the creation of human resources in technology literacy in Industry 4.0. Learning by using contextual modules in the form of maglev train as the context of electromagnetic induction learning will increase student learning creativity. Flipbook on the principle of Maglev train is in accordance with point 1 of the indicators to grow motivation, which is to have interesting learning activities to do. The activity is an experiment using an online web simulator. Flip book on the principle of the Maglev train on electromagnetic induction material meets the indicators of scientific creativity point 4, namely the ability to increase the usability and value of the product (product improvement). STEAM analysis in the flipbook is the history of the Maglev train, which is the transformation from a steam train to a diesel-engined train and the discovery of the first magnetic train that has a speed above the speed of an ordinary train, the Maglev Train. This flip book on electromagnetic induction material can be accessed online wherever and whenever as long as there is a computer or android device and a smooth internet connection so that it can be a guide for students in independent learning.
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